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Why Keyphrase Extraction?

I The number of scholarly documents on the Web is
exponentially increasing every year.

I Keyphrase extraction is the problem of automatically
extracting important phrases or concepts (i.e. the
essence) of a document.

I Keyphrases are shown to be rich sources of infor-
mation for many applications such as document
classification, clustering, recommendation, index-
ing, searching and summarization.

IDuring these big data times, keyphrases associated
with research papers can allow for efficient processing
of more information in less time.
I Also useful in many ML and IR applications such as topic

tracking, information filtering, and search.

Stats

INumber of Research Papers indexed by two important digital libraries in the fields of
computer and information science over the past years.

From Data to Knowledge

I Scientific research papers typically propose innovative solutions or extend the state-of-
the-art algorithms for existing research problems.

I In addition to a document’s textual content, other informative neighborhoods exist that
have the potential to improve keyphrase extraction. For example, research papers are
highly inter-connected in giant citation networks, where papers cite or are cited by others.
I In a citation network, information flows from one paper to another via the citation relation.
I These contexts are not arbitrary, but they serve as brief summaries of a cited paper.

Can we effectively exploit information available in large inter-linked document
networks in order to improve the performance of keyphrase extraction?

Citation-Enhanced Keyphrase Extraction (CeKE)

We propose a supervised binary classification model called CeKE, built on
a combination of novel features that capture information from citation

contexts and existing features from previous works.

IGenerating Candidate Phrases
IWe first apply parts-of-speech filters and retain only the nouns and adjectives
I Porter Stemmer is applied on every word
IWords that have contiguous positions in the document are concatenated into n-grams
I Finally, we eliminate phrases that end with an adjective and the unigrams that are adjectives

I Features

Datasets
IWe compiled two datasets consisting of titles and abstracts from two top-tier machine

learning conferences:
IWorld Wide Web (WWW)
I Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD)

I The author-annotated keyphrases were treated as the gold standard.
I The citation contexts’ length was set to 50 words around the citation mention.

Results
How does CeKE compare with the existing supervised models that use only
information intrinsic to the data?

Figure : Comparison of CeKE with Hulth’s n-grams with tags and KEA methods.
Hulth’s features: POS, relative position, document frequency and collection frequency.

KEA’s features: tf-idf and relative position

Results
How is our Citation-Enhanced algorithm comparing with recent unsupervised
models?

Figure : Comparison of CeKE state-of-the-art unsupervised systems.
TextRank: window size is set to 2. ExpandRank: window size is set to 10.

How well does our proposed model perform in the absence of either cited or
citing contexts?

Figure : Results of CeKE using both context and using only cited or citing contexts

Anecdotal Evidence

IOur classifier was trained on both WWW and KDD datasets and was evaluated on an
award winning paper published in the EMNLP Conference.
IWe gathered from the Web 49 cited contexts and 30 citing contexts.
I The classifier was tuned to return as keyphrases only those that had an extremely high

probability (we used a threshold of 0.985).

Human annotated labels: unsupervised semantic parsing, Markov logic, USP system
Figure : The title and abstract of an award winning paper published in the EMNLP conference by Poon and
Domingos (2009). Grey - filtered out words; Black - candidate phrases; Bold red - predicted keyphrases;
Numbers - classifier’s confidence.

Keyphrase #cited c. #citing c.
semantic parser 29 26
USP 31 10
Markov logic 15 10
unsupervised semantic parsing 12 1
USP system 3 2

The table on the left shows the term-frequency
of every predicted keyphrase within the

citation network.

Conclusions and Future Directions
I The proposed citation-enhanced supervised framework performs substantially better

compared with state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised models.
IOur model can be extended to other types of documents such as webpages, weblogs or

e-mails.
IUsing external sources, e.g. Wikipedia, could increase the performance by identifying

better candidate phrases.
I Extensions to other domains, e.g. Biology and Chemistry, and other applications, e.g.

document summarization, are of particular interest.
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